L’OCÉAN. LA SCIENCE. LA BEAUTÉ.
In 1972, PHYTOMER invented marine cosmetics: a new form of skin care that offers the best of the sea to your beauty regime.

Innovative, relaxing and extremely active, PHYTOMER face and body care represents an invitation to well-being, a marine immersion for healthy, natural, and lasting beauty.

A team of over 20 scientists, experts in skin biology, work to discover new marine ingredients in order to develop sensory-stimulating and highly effective products. The research and production methods ensure irreproachable quality and optimal tolerance, with the constant aim to protect the marine environment.
OLIGOMER® is a partially sodium-reduced seawater concentrate, an exclusive manufacturing secret PHYTOMER has held for 40 years. OLIGOMER® contains all of the remineralizing properties of seawater, notably 104 trace elements necessary for the balance and vitality of the body. Present in most PHYTOMER face and body care products, OLIGOMER® transmits the remineralizing properties of seawater to the skin in order to strengthen and recharge it with energy.
PHYTOMER observes and draws inspiration from the marine world

MARINE BIOMIMICRY, THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

PHYTOMER scientists study the complex defense systems developed by algae and marine plants to survive in hostile environments (waves, UV rays, pollution, etc.). They create the most well-crafted ingredients and utilize them in the advanced formulas to reproduce these natural, protective processes within the skin.

PHYTOMER respects marine resources and controls their use

MARINE BIODIVERSITY, A SUSTAINABLE COMMITMENT

PHYTOMER is a pioneer of in-house algae farming for cosmetic applications with a cultivation program in a marine area spanning 70 hectares (172 acres) in a protected zone. This program notably includes the cultivation of threatened species that can later be reintroduced to the natural environment. The filtering gardens are another concrete example of PHYTOMER’s environmental commitment. This 100% natural and ingenious ecological system makes it possible to treat the water used to manufacture products exclusively with local depolluting plants, without the use of chemical solvents.
PERFECT VISAGE Gentle Cleansing Milk
It has a silky texture and melts onto the skin to gently remove makeup and impurities.

DOUX VISAGE Velvet Cleansing Cream
The effectiveness of a soap, the gentle action of a cream, and the delicate pleasure of a light, fresh fragrance.

ROSÉE VISAGE Toning Cleansing Lotion
Removes makeup and tones the skin in a single step. Rapid, effective, and delightful.

EAU MARINE Alcohol-Free Tonic Lotion
Leaves the skin clear, fresh, and toned.
**VEGETAL EXFOLIANT** With Natural Enzymes
A very gentle enzymatic exfoliant, ideal for the most sensitive skin.

**PURIFYING GOMMAGE EXFOLIANT**
Its exfoliating particles, extracted from red algae, eliminate complexion-dulling dead cells and restore radiance and softness to the skin.

**MICELLAR WATER** Eye Makeup Removal Solution
A mild cleanser for sensitive eyes, ultra-effective even on waterproof makeup.

**RESURFACING PEELING DUO** Micro-Exfoliating Cream and Restoring Cream
A professional care product for home use to “renew” the skin in just 3 weeks.

**MARINE INGREDIENTS FOCUS**
Micro-Exfoliating Cream: 5 types of exfoliants, including “marine AHAs” derived from algae, offer high-performance enzymatic and mechanical exfoliation.
Restoring Cream: Marine oligosaccharides, brown algae extracts, help optimize cell renewal and provide a soothing and replenishing effect.
SOUFFLE MARIN Energizing Oxygenating Serum
A breeze of radiance lights up the skin.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: ARMERIA MARITIMA EXTRACT
This seaside plant with pink flowers is capable of surviving on abandoned industrial sites filled with heavy metals thanks to its exceptional ability to eliminate pollution contained in the soil. PHYTOMER scientists use it to detoxify the face and protect the skin against pollution and cigarette smoke.

SPA FOCUS
MARINE BREEZE - Oxygenating Purifying Treatment - 60 minutes
A breath of oxygen for combination, oily, or clogged skin.
An oxygenating and purifying beauty treatment to reduce shine and blemishes. The skin is deeply cleansed and detoxified, the face regains luminosity.
Phytomer Souffle Marin Energizing Oxygenating Serum

SERUM OXYGENANT ENERGISANT

Souffle Marin

ENERGIZING OXYGENATING SERUM
EXPERT YOUTH Wrinkle Correction Cream
Fills wrinkles and replumps tissue for a speculative youthful result on the skin.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: SEASTEM
PHYTOMER scientists discovered SEASTEM, a complex capable of reactivating algal stem cells to create algal matter. Applied to the skin, it offers the incredible power of reactivating the skin’s regenerating potential in order to correct wrinkles.
YOUTH PERFORMANCE Wrinkle Radiance Serum
Wrinkles are smoothed and the complexion is brightened after the first application. Day after day, the face appears visibly younger.
OGÉNAGE Toning Cleansing Emulsion
A 2-in-1 cleanser: the softness of milk and the cleansing power of a toning lotion.

INITIAL YOUTH Multi-Action Early Wrinkle Cream
A cream that envelopes skin for a triple youth effect. Experience smoothing, anti-wrinkle and radiance-boosting effects.

INITIAL YOUTH Multi-Action Early Wrinkle Fluid
A light fluid with a silky finish to help prevent and correct the appearance of early wrinkles. Day after day, the skin becomes visibly more radiant. Wrinkles and fine lines are smoothed.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: RETINOCOLLAGEN C
An exclusive marine complex that combines the same properties as those of Retinol and Vitamin C. It promotes cell renewal, stimulates the synthesis of collagen and elastin, and heightens the skin’s antioxidant protection.

EXTRÊME LIFT Intense Firming Cream
An advanced marine formula to help prevent slackening of the skin.

MARINE INGREDIENTS FOCUS: MARINE PRO-COLLAGEN PEPTIDES
These 100% natural and high-performance peptides combine 3 firming actions:
- stimulate the synthesis of collagen and elastin
- protect the epidermis from the breakdown of support tissues
- strengthen tissue cohesion.

OGÉNAGE EXCELLENCE Radiance Replenishing Cream
An advanced formulation that provides suppleness, comfort, elasticity, and radiance to skin weakened by aging. A rich texture to restore dry skin.
**YOUTH REVIVER** Age-Defense Mask
2 advanced complexes awaken and remobilize skin cells for a real rejuvenating effect.

**ANTIOXIDANT NIGHT COMPLEX** Vital Youth Cream
Complete and effective 24-hour protection: cells are protected from free radicals throughout the day.

---

**SPA FOCUS**

**EXTENDED YOUTH** - Wrinkle Correction Firming Treatment - 60 minutes
This beauty treatment fights the effects of aging so that you feel good and look younger.
It visibly corrects wrinkles and firms the skin. A moment of relaxation and well-being just for you.

LESS WRINKLES: 84%*  
MORE FIRMNESS: 96%*

*Satisfaction test conducted on 24 women who received the spa beauty treatment.
**HYDRA ORIGINAL** Thirst-Relief Melting Cream  
This luscious cream provides intense, lasting moisture to leave skin comfortable, visibly plumper, and radiant.

**HYDRA ORIGINAL** Non-Oily Ultra-Moisturizing Fluid  
This silky, ultra-light fluid provides intense, lasting moisture to leave skin radiant, visibly softer, and more supple.

**HYDRACONTINUE** Moisturizing Base Skin Cream  
A light emulsion that quenches the skin’s thirst and comes in a travel-friendly tube.

**RICH THERMO-PROTECTIVE CREAM**  
An ultra-nourishing cream to comfort dry and damage-prone skin.

**MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: SEACELL®**  
The combination of Ascophyllum nodosum brown algae and cellulose makes it possible to create a natural vegetal textile fiber. PHYTOMER scientists use this “invisible fabric”, SEACELL®, to protect the skin from environmental stress and notably extreme climates, both hot and cold.

**HYDRACONTINUE** Relaxing Moisturizing Mask  
A concentrate of marine ingredients for visibly rehydrated skin.
HYDRASEA Ultra-Moisturizing Polarized Water Serum
A fresh serum with a lightweight, ultra-moisturizing feel that immediately melts into the skin to hydrate it and quench its thirst. Applied under a cream, this true performance booster offers the skin intense and lasting hydration.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: WEAVING ALGAE
This brown laminaria algae that grows in Brittany, France has the exceptional ability to store water within the skin itself, thus preventing dehydration. It restructures the skin’s water reserves to store moisture more effectively and optimally distributes it throughout the epidermis.

SEA WATER PEARLS - Quenching Moisturizing Treatment - 60 minutes
Intense hydration for a radiance-boosting effect.
A complete and ultra-moisturizing beauty treatment for visibly plumped skin, a radiant complexion, and optimal relaxation.
DOUCEUR MARINE Comforting Soothing Treatment - 60 minutes
A veil of softness for sensitive skin.
A soothing beauty treatment that softens the skin and heightens its protection system. The result: soothed and ideally hydrated skin.

OLIGOFORCE Soothing Serum
Heightens the soothing effectiveness of skin care cream and delivers extreme softness to weakened skin.

DOUCEUR MARINE Soothing Cocoon Mask
A moment of comfort and hydration for sensitive skin.

ACCEPT Neutralizing Cleanser
Provides complete softness, removes makeup, and soothes the skin.

ACCEPT Neutralizing Cream
Restores the skin’s defense potential, while soothing the most reactive complexion.

ACCEPT Desensitizing Mask
Soothes reactive skin with a refreshing moisture soak.

SPA FOCUS

DOUCEUR MARINE - Comforting Soothing Treatment - 60 minutes
A veil of softness for sensitive skin.
A soothing beauty treatment that softens the skin and heightens its protection system. The result: soothed and ideally hydrated skin.
DOUCEUR MARINE  Velvety Soothing Cream
In a soft embrace, it heightens the skin’s natural defenses against environmental stress to intensely comfort sensitive skin.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: MARINE SPRING WATER
Extremely rich in trace elements and minerals, it boasts incredible soothing power to ease blotchiness and stinging sensations.
WHITE LUMINATION Brightening Serum
An ultra-light serum which visibly brightens up the complexion and reduces the appearance of dark spots for even, glowing skin.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: SEA LILY
This coastal plant grows on the Brittany islands of Hoedic and Houat and has the exceptional capacity to inhibit melanin synthesis both during the day and at night. Scientists at PHYTOMER use this real radiance booster to correct the appearance of mottled skin that appears as a result of aging or over-exposure to the sun.
WHITE LUMINATION Radiance Cleansing Oil
A light oil which cleanses the skin and delicately removes makeup and impurities. The complexion is even, the skin is soft and luminous.

WHITE LUMINATION Radiance Smoothing Lotion
A gentle priming, toning lotion which exfoliates skin’s surface leaving it feeling clean, radiant, and comfortable. A perfect product to be used in preparation for the application of other treatments, it rekindles the skin’s natural glow leaving the complexion soft and radiant.

WHITE LUMINATION Complexion Recovery Moisturizing Cream SPF 15
A rich cream with a “melt-away” texture that moisturizes the skin, reduces the appearance of dark spots and visibly lightens the skin.

WHITE LUMINATION Remineralizing Lightening Mask
A luxurious cream-mask which restores the skin’s original luminosity and vitality for an incredibly even and glowing complexion. The skin is remineralized and revitalized.

SPA FOCUS

WHITE LUMINATION - Radiance Brightening Treatment - 60 minutes
An immediate burst of radiance for a complexion glowing with beauty. A high-performance treatment that offers total satisfaction in terms of skin radiance, the reduction of dark spots and the brightening of the complexion.
OLIGOPUR Purifying Cleansing Gel
This slightly foaming gel frees the skin of impurities and leaves it fresh and clear.

OLIGOPUR Hydra-Matifying Control Cream
Offers a lasting matte finish and eliminates shine for a luminous complexion.

OLIGOPUR Shine Control Purifying Mask
Absorbs excess sebum and impurities without leaving the skin dry. Evens out the complexion.

OLIGOPUR Blemish Target Gel
Applied locally to precisely act on skin blemishes. Purifies the skin and helps prevent scars.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: NORMALINE
This red alga develops a high-performance self-protection system in its natural environment to fight damage from bacteria. PHYTOMER scientists use it for its purifying and antibacterial properties. It is ideal for purifying clogged skin and brightening a tired, dull complexion.
YOUTH CONTOUR  Reviving Wrinkle Correction Cream Eye and Lip Care
A soft cocoon of moisture for fragile areas around the eyes and lips. With each passing day, it reduces existing wrinkles, helps to prevent the appearance of new ones, and minimizes puffiness and dark circles.

EXPERTISE ÂGE CONTOUR  Intense Youth Eye Cream
A high-performance formulation to correct crow’s-feet wrinkles and firm the eye contour.

REGARD DÉLICIEUX  Dark Circle Eye Cream
A formulation rich in energizing and brightening ingredients to lighten dark circles.

REGARD MERVEILLEUX  Puffiness Decreasing Eye Gel
A gel texture with a decongesting effect to lighten the eye area and reduce the appearance of puffiness.

CONTOUR RADIEUX  Smoothing and Reviving Eye Mask
Moisturizes, smoothes, and relaxes the eye contour. The eyes look radiant and fresh.

EXFOLIATING RADIANCE GEL  Lips
This decadent gel gently eliminates dead skin and revives the natural color of lips.

PLUMPING NOURISHING BALM  Lips
With a creamy, melt-away texture, this balm deeply comforts the lips, leaving them nourished, smooth, and more supple.

SPA FOCUS

RADIANT EYE CONTOUR  - Eye Contour Treatment - 30 minutes
A burst of radiance for the eyes.
A short, targeted beauty treatment that energizes, filters, and rejuvenates the eyes.
GLOBAL PUR Detoxifying Cleansing Gel
With an invigorating scent, this ultra-fresh gel cleanses and awakens skin.

GLOBAL PUR Exfoliating Oxygenating Face Care
Its exfoliating particles gently remove dead cells and impurities for a fresh, clear complexion.

RASAGE PERFECT Shaving Mask
A very practical 2-in-1 product. Can be used as shaving foam and a detoxifying moisturizing mask for an ultra-smooth shave.

RASAGE PERFECT Alcohol-Free Soothing Aftershave
This calming alcohol-free aftershave refreshes and soothes the skin after shaving.

FACIAL CONTROL Hydra-Matifying Cream
A gel-cream with a light, non-oily texture that moisturizes skin and reduces shine. A healthy glow is guaranteed.

AGE OPTIMAL Youth Cream Face and Eyes
A powerful youth concentrate for more toned and visibly smoothed skin resulting in wrinkles that appear less deep.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: MARINE OXYHYLIUM
This red alga or coral alga is very rich in calcium and magnesium. It offers detoxifying and oxygenating properties to clear dullness from the complexion. It also improves cellular respiration and, as a bonus, provides a preventive youth-boosting action.
SKIN ESCAPE FOR MEN - Facial Treatments for Men - 60 minutes

Oxygenating, moisturizing, soothing or age-defense beauty treatment. A high-performance professional facial treatment specially designed and adapted to treat the needs of men's skin.
AB SCULPTOR With Maritime Pine Bark Extracts
A targeted product to strengthen the abdominal area and recover flat abs.

BUTTOCKS-THIGHS SCULPTOR Drainage Enhancing Shaping Emulsion
A high-tech formulation to eliminate excess fat on the buttocks and top of thighs.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: SUAEDA MARITIMA BETAINE
PHYTOMER scientists use this alga to eliminate fat from the thigh area thanks to two key steps: it breaks up large drops of fat into small lipid droplets and then stimulates lipolysis to eliminate them. Its action is four times more powerful than caffeine on fat in the thigh area*.

*In vitro test.
ESSENTIAL SCULPTING CARE - Contouring Treatment for Abs, Buttocks, Thighs - 60 minutes

The ultimate contouring performance: lose up to one size after just 5 treatments**.

Intensive massages targeted on the abdomen-buttocks-thighs area for complete contouring and cellulite action and significant results after the first beauty treatment.

**Clinical test on 23 women, 5 beauty treatments over 3 weeks, best result, average = 0.9 cm loss in waist size.

ACTI-GENE CONTOUR Cellulite-Reducing Bi-Gel

An unprecedented formulation to visibly attack cellulite. Its secret: a high-performance advanced ingredient that acts on “contouring genes”*.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: SEA GRAPE

It has the exceptional power of balancing the functions of genes involved in the appearance of cellulite. It suppresses the genes that control the synthesis and storage of fat cells, resulting in less numerous and less voluminous cellulite areas. It improves the expression of the genes that control the production of dermal cells to minimize the amount of dimpled skin*.

*In vitro test
COMPLETE RESHAPING BODY CARE Contouring and Cellulite Cream
Day after day, areas of fat are diminished, cellulite is smoothed, and the figure looks visibly reshaped.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: ORIGINAL SEAWATER
A true technological feat, Original Seawater, reconstituted by PHYTOMER, concentrates the exceptional contouring power of an age-old alga to eliminate extra fat.

SEATONIC Stretch Mark Reducing Cream
Helps the skin prevent and correct stretch marks caused by weight variations.

SEATONIC Toning Bust Gel
Provides an immediate tensing effect and leaves a slightly iridescent veil on the skin for an embellishing effect on the neckline.

OLIGOMER® SILHOUETTE Contouring Enhancer Marine Bath
Rich in contouring marine ingredients, this powder bath boosts the effectiveness of contouring cream and produces a sense of real relaxation and wellness.

SILHOUETTE EXPERT Dietary Supplement
Contains green tea, brown seaweed and a fat burner green coffee extract selected for a global action on the figure.
SPA FOCUS

BODY FIRMING - Firming Body Wrap - 50 minutes
Thalassotherapy inspiration for a toned body.
A fresh and highly active body wrap designed to firm the skin, tighten tissues and fight skin slackening.

MARINE BODY WRAP - Body Wrap and Massage - 60 minutes
Detox, contouring or invigorating.
A choice of 3 high-performance body wraps and marine massages to eliminate toxins, boost the breakdown of fat, and increase the vitality of the body.

OLIGOMER® SILHOUETTE - Refining Remodeling Marine Body Treatment - 75 minutes
Reshapes the figure with just 5 treatments:
Waist: - 1 cm*. Hips: - 2 cm**.
A complete treatment in 2 steps: contouring balneotherapy followed by a massage to the entire body to promote weight-loss.

*Clinical study on 14 women who received 5 treatments over 4 weeks. Best result. Average: -0.3 cm.
**Clinical study on 14 women who received 5 treatments over 4 weeks. Best result obtained after 5 treatments. Average: -0.5 cm.
TRÉSOR DES MERS Ultra-Nourishing Body Cream
The most precious marine ingredients in an ultra-moisturizing, melt-away product that reduces signs of aging.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: GORSE OIL
This seaside plant has very resilient seeds due to its particularly rich composition in phytosterols. PHYTOMER scientists use it for its incredible moisturizing and protecting power. It also encourages cellular cohesion and cell renewal.
**SEAWEED SOAP**
A slightly exfoliating marine soap with a fresh and invigorating fragrance.

**TONING BODY SCRUB** with Marine Salt Crystals
A gentle and effective exfoliation combined with mineral salts and trace elements essential to the vitality of the skin.

**HYDRACONTINUE Moisturizing Body Milk**
A fluid body milk that is easy to apply and absorbs quickly into the skin. Envelops the body in a tender fragrance and leaves skin soft and moisturized.

**DÉCOLLETÉ PARFAIT** Neck and Décolleté Renewing Care
A complete ultra-targeted product to even out and smooth the neck and décolleté area.

**HYDRACONTINUE Moisturizing Hand Cream**
A soft cream that nourishes the hands and protects them from signs of aging.
FRAÎCHEUR TONI-ACTIVE Soothing Leg Gel
An ultra-fresh gel with a mentholated scent to immediately relieve heavy, tired, and swollen legs.

BEAUTIFUL LEGS Blemish Eraser Cream
An original and high-performance product to rediscover the confidence of showing off your legs.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: MARINE FLAVONOIDS
Extracted from a green alga this ingredient provides an antioxidant action by protecting collagen that surrounds the wall of blood vessels, helping to limit the appearance of varicose veins in the legs.*

*In vitro test

SPA FOCUS

TRÉSOR DES MERS - Energizing Body Massage - 60 minutes
The art of massage to deliver the benefits of the sea.
This beauty treatment offers double energizing and detoxifying action and leaves the body relaxed and invigorated, as if you had just returned from a seaside escapade.

SATIN SHIMMER - Salt Crystal Exfoliation - 40 minutes
Renews the skin.
More than an exfoliating beauty treatment: total body care that includes full exfoliation, a relaxing massage, and intense moisturization.

LEG REVIVAL - Leg Soothing Treatment - 35 minutes
Relaxing and embellishing leg beauty treatment.
A targeted beauty treatment to comfort and ease tired legs. Intense relaxation combined with visible embellishment.
OLIGOMER® PURE Lyophilized Seawater Bath
Much more than a simple bath, OLIGOMER® PURE soothes the skin, reduces sensations of fatigue, and improves well-being. And it’s scientifically proven.

OLIGOMER® DRINK Dietary Supplement
The full mineral wealth of OLIGOMER® for optimal intake of minerals and trace elements, fortifying the body and helping you feel more fit.

MARINE INGREDIENT FOCUS: OLIGOMER®
This sodium-reduced seawater concentrate restores all of the mineral-supplying properties of seawater and offers all the benefits of a full balneotherapy experience. This incredible ingredient is protected by a manufacturing secret that has ensured PHYTOMER’s exclusivity worldwide for 40 years.
**OLIGOMER® WELL-BEING Sensation** Essential Minerals Relaxing Bath
A slightly foamy bath with an ultra-relaxing fragrance for incomparable relaxation. Enriched with OLIGOMER® to restore the skin’s supply of trace elements, helping to release tension.

**OLIGOMER® WELL-BEING Sensation** Strengthening Moisturizing Body Cream
This luscious, enveloping cream leaves the skin feeling comfortable and supple. Enriched with protective, remineralizing active ingredients, it moisturizes the epidermis, strengthens the skin barrier, and leaves the skin with a delicate fragrance.

**OLIGOMER® WELL-BEING Sensation** Invigorating Moisturizing Shower Cream
A creamy, delicately scented body wash to gently cleanse and moisturize the skin.

**SPA FOCUS**

**SEA HOLISTIC** - Relaxing and Radiance Massage for Face and Body - 70 minutes
Ultimate relaxation.
With a combination of effleurage strokes, pressure, and stretching, this highly original massage using salt crystals and lavender restores the body’s balance and provides a sensation of absolute well-being. The body is deeply relaxed and the skin is left feeling beautifully soft.

**OLIGOMER® PURE INVIGORATING**
Energizing Remineralizing Balneo Treatment - 60 minutes
Fill up on vitality.
Experience the art of thalassotherapy. Soak in a jetted tub with a bath rich in remineralizing marine ingredients, followed by a full-body massage for an ultimate invigorating effect.

**DETOX BACK MASSAGE** - Purifying Back Treatment - 40 minutes
Complete back treatment.
An ultra-relaxing and relieving back massage combined with detoxifying marine products for deep cleansing.
SUN CARE

**SUN SILHOUETTE** SPF 15 Refining Protective Emulsion
A protective cream with a light fragrance for a slender summer silhouette.

**SUN SOLUTION** Sunscreen SPF 6 – Low protection
Protection for an already tanned face and body.

**SUN SOLUTION** Sunscreen SPF 15 – Medium protection
Protection for the face and body to enjoy the sun more safely.

**SUN SOLUTION** Sunscreen SPF 30 – High protection
Protection for the face and sensitive areas to preserve the skin’s youth potential.
SUN SERENITY Sun Preparing Serum
This serum helps protect the skin against the signs of aging and damage caused by UV radiation. Used the month before sun exposure, it promotes quick, intense tanning.

SUN EXPERT Dietary Supplement
A cocktail of extremely effective antioxidants combined with marine beta-carotene to prepare the skin for the sun and enhance it with a radiant golden tan.

SUN RADIANCE Self-Tanning Cream
A melt-away cream to embellish the face and body with an incredibly natural-looking tan.

SUN SOOTHER After-Sun Mask
An intense and comforting moisture mask to replenish the skin after exposure to the sun.

SUN SOOTHER After-Sun Milk
A fluid non-oily body milk to moisturize and soothe the skin after exposure to the sun.